
Who was Wilbert B. Smith? 

Contact Reports that mention Smith 
 Contact Report readers may have noticed that in CR 038 (1975) Semjase gives 

Billy a list of more than 100 genuine contactees. Number 135 on this list was “Wilbert B. Smith, 
Canada.” 

Thirty-eight years later in CR 563 (2013), Ptaah is asked by Billy if Smith, author of a 
book called “The New Science” had been a Plejaren contact. 

Ptaah’s lengthly reply said that they had just completed a “very laborious” “major 
worldwide mission” lasting “more than seven months” using new Sonaeren technology to re-
analyze the memories of everyone still alive that had been identified in 1975 as “genuine contact 
persons”. This new technology allowed them to discover which of the previously identified 
genuine contactees had actually been hypnotic impulse contacts of Ashtar Sheran, whose 
memory blocks had gone undetected by the Plejaren. 

Ptaah said that they were not “immune from mistakes” and very much regetted being 
misled earlier. He said that their recently concluded investigation had determined the “actual 
reality and truth”. Smith had been a one-time hypnotic contact of Ashtar Sheran, “unfortunately 
one of the negative kind” as part of Ashtar Sheran’s plans “of becoming a ruling power on Earth” 
by acting as “a kind of saviour for the Earth’s population, against various ‘evil’ alien invaders”… 
Recipients of Ashtar Sherans’ impulses had their memories “so profoundly hypnotically and 
suggestively manipulated” that they “thought they had experienced contact, which is why they 
took notes, wrote books and also made public statements”. 

The Plejaren investigation was launched after receiving a tip from Asket. When her 
people had destroyed Ashtar Sheran in the DAL universe in 1983 they had taken 4 prisoners. In 
late 2012, the prisoners finally ended their 29-year silence and confessed to “many evil 
machinations”, including hypnotic contacts with earth humans. 
Wilbert Brockhouse Smith 

Smith was not a genuine Plejaren contactee however why would he have been selected as 
a hypnotic-impulse contact of Ashtar Sheran? Who was Smith? 

Smith was a Canadian government scientist. Born 1910 in Lethbridge, Smith graduated 
from U.B.C. in 1934 with an M.Sc. in electrical engineering. Until 1939 he worked as Chief 
Engineer for a Vancouver radio station and then he joined the federal Department of Transport, 
that was responsible for all telecommunications in Canada. 

Radio was still in its infancy at that time. Smith’ inital DOT work involved helping to 
develop Canada’s wartime radio signal monitoring systems. He researched radio wave 
propagation, ground wave conductivities and sky-wave propagations, and worked on frequency 
and power standards to maximize signal clarity and minimize interference, including antenna 
specifications. 

In 1947 Smith was responsible for establishing Canada’s far north atmospheric 
monitoring system and had become interested in atmospheric effects, auroras and cosmic 
radiation. He believed that the earth’s geo-magnetic field was a potential source of energy. 
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In 1949 and 1950 Smith was Canada’s chief delegate to the North American Regional 
Broadcasting Conferences, which included the U.S., Canada, Mexico, Cuba, the Domincan 
Republic and Haiti. Separate NARBA agreements governed the technical standards for AM and 
FM broadcasting and later for television. 

At the 1950 NARBA conference in Washington, D.C. Smith learned from U.S. physicist 
Dr. Robert Sarbacher that the U.S. believed flying saucers were real, a small group led by Dr. 
Vannevar Bush was investigating them and that saucer information was more highly classified 
than that of the hydrogen bomb. 

According to Smith’ wife, he had been an “extreme” skeptic about flying saucers even as 
many saucer sightings were reported around the world and articles and books were being written 
about them. If the saucers were real, Smith wondered what physical principles were involved in 
their propulsion and maneuvers. 

On his return from the conference Smith wrote a departmental memo about what he had 
learned from Sarbacher and attached a geo-magnetic research proposal. This memo, dated 
November 21, 1950, became known as the “Top Secret” memo and wasn’t downgraded to 
Confidential until 1969. 

In late 1950, on the basis of Smith’s memo, the DOT approved an unfunded but classified 
project, headed by Smith, called Project Magnet. This permitted the use of DOT equipment and 
facilities to investigate Canadian UFO sightings to “prove or disprove the existence of Flying 
Saucers” and to investigate magnetic propulsion. Also involved were Dr. James Watt, a 
theoretical physicist, John Thompson, a DOT technical expert, Prof. J.T. Wilson, U of T and Dr. 
G.D. Garland, a Dominion Observatory gravitation expert. 

All saucer sightings were referred to Project Magnet and their investigative results were 
passed on to the Defence Research Board (DRB) which managed the engineers and scientists 
involved in Canada’s defence programs. 

In 1952, the DRB approved Project Second Storey, an official program that represented 
various government departments, to investigate the UFO issue, likely because Project Magnet 
officially did not exist. 

In 1953, an Ottawa Journal newspaper article disclosed that a flying saucer sighting 
station, the first in the world, was being built at Shirley’s Bay, just outside of Ottawa,and that 
various equipment was being installed there under Smith’s management. The state-of-the-art 
equipment at this site included a magnetometer, gamma-ray detector, radio receiver, gravity 
meter and recording equipment.  1

In 1954, Canada secretly set aside a top secret 1,000 square mile UFO landing area in 
Alberta so alien craft could land there without being shot down by fighter jets.  2

In August, 1954, Shirley’s Bay detected a significant anomaly and reporters noticed many 
people rushing to get to the site, forcing the DOT to admit that UFO work had secretly been 
ongoing since 1950. Project Magnet was officially halted in October 1954, likely merged into 
Project Second Storey. Smith’ research and investigations continued. 

 The Ottawa Journal, November 11, 1953, page 1,1

 The Ottawa Journal, July 20, 1967, page 5.2
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In 1956, Smith founded the Ottawa Flying Saucer Club, later called the Ottawa New 
Sciences Club; there were many such clubs across Canada and around the world. From 
1960-1971 the Ottawa club published 35 issues of a journal called Topside.  3

In 1957, Smith was appointed Superintendent, Radio Regulations Engineering, 
Telecommunications Division, DOT. In 1959, Smith claimed research had shown that gravity 
could be created and controlled and was working on an anti-gravity device. Smith was diagnosed 
with cancer in spring 1962 and died just prior to year-end. 

In 1963, Smith was posthumously awarded the Keith S. Rogers Memorial Engineering 
Award for dedicated service in the advancement of technical standards in Canadian 
Broadcasting. In 1964, a compilation of Smith’s unfinished manuscripts was published by his 
family as “The New Science”. “The Boys from Topside” was published in 1969. 
Canadian flying saucers? 

Various contact reports (065, 367, 519) mention flying saucers in countries that include 
Canada. In the mid-1950s a Canadian company, A.V. Roe Canada Limited (Avro), was working 
under contract to build a flying saucer for the U.S. government. The saucer was referred to as the 
Avro disc or Avrocar.  This project was discountinued around 1960. Avro had also been 4

developing what was arguably the most advanced fighter aircraft of its time, which the 
Diefenbaker government abruptly cancelled in 1959 after about half a dozen protoypes had been 
built and before a scheduled pre-production project review. 
What Smith apparently ‘learned’ from ETs 

Smith claimed multiple telepathic contacts with ET UFO occupants and communication 
with others that had similar contacts, such as U.S. scientist Dr. Daniel Fry. Smith called ETs the 
“space people”, “space brothers” and the “boys from topside”. (topside is a nautical term) 

The ETs told Smith that: the speed of light was not constant; time is a field that can be 
changed and controlled; UFO’s support themselves on earth’s gravitational field; we are 
responsible for our own welfare and cosmic law prevents them from interfering with our 
evolution; telepathy is a universal language; UFOs fly by controlling gravity and time which 
creates vortices of reduced molecular binding which can, and has, caused earth chase aircraft to 
come apart, and that we unknowingly create such regions ourselves; our nuclear explosions 
cause harm at source and on the opposite side of earth, and elsewhere. The above points are 
generally consistent with information in the contact reports. 
Some quotes from Smith 

“I think that these people from elsewhere are concerned with our playing with atomic 
energy, and about our plans for space travel and interplanetary exploration and conquest. I am 
sure that they do not hold us in very high esteem, and are worried about what we might do if we 
ever got loose in space armed to the teeth with nuclear weapons.”  5

 https://web.archive.org/web/20170404222008/http://www.afu.se/Downloads/Magazines/Canada/3

Topside%20(Wilbert%20B%20Smith)/

 The Ottawa Journal, October 29, 1959, page 3.4

 1961 CJOH interview5
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“The technology of these people from elsewhere is quite a bit ahead of ours, and they 
have an understanding of the realities of the universe that we are just approaching.”4 

“…these people come from everywhere, there is no place in the universe were men can 
live that he does not live.”4 

“I make no attempt to ‘prove’ anything, and have no intention of doing so. It is up to each 
and every one to search out the truth and decide for themselves just what is the truth. Truth needs 
no justification, it stands alone.” 

“…they can changes direction quickly; all this with utter disregard of the laws of inertia, 
as we understand them.”4 

“It is my opinion that the people from outside are so much like us that they could mingle 
with us and we would be none the wiser.”  6

“All human beings have descended from people who once populated planets other than 
the earth.  7

The above quotes are also consistent with contact report information. 
Gravitational fields 

In CR 643 (2016), responding to a question from Billy about gravity, Ptaah said he no 
longer personally followed the discoveries of earth scientists but believed that they had yet to 
discover gravitational waves. (CR 643/119-122) Wikipedia shows that the first detection of 
gravitational waves by earth scientists occurred in September 2015 at two U.S. laser inferometer 
gravitational wave observatories. 
Conclusions 
1. Smith was led to believe that he’d had multiple contacts with ETs. 
2. Much of what Smith learned from his hypnotic contact with Ashtar Sheran is consistent with 
contact report information. 
3. It’s unclear how Ashtar Sheran’s hypnotic-impulse contact with Smith fit into their plan to 
gain control over earth humanity. 
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